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Give movie labels to the pictures above and give a couple examples.

1. What kind of movies do you like? Explain……………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2. Do you like comedy movies? Why/why not?…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3. How do you find good movies? Give a reason why this source of information is good.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. How do you watch movies? Why? Convenient, comfortable etc. ?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. What kind of movies do you dislike? Why? …………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Answer the questions.
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romance - comedy - sci-fi - fantasy - musical - adventure - western - drama - 
fantasy - action - crime - war - horror - historical - thriller - mystery - animation

Classify each movie according to a genre.



Possible answers 
 
1 action 
2 comedy/ horror? 
3 horror 
4 historical drama 
5 science fiction 
6 animation 
7 romantic 
8  horror 
9 fantasy 
 
1. I like all kinds of movies, but my favorite genres are comedies and action movies. I like 

comedies because they're usually light-hearted and funny, and I like action movies because 

they're usually exciting and suspenseful. 

2. Yes, I like comedy movies because they're usually light-hearted and funny. 

3. I find good movies by reading reviews from trusted sources, like Rotten Tomatoes or IMDb. I 

trust these sources because they provide detailed reviews from both critics and regular 

moviegoers. 

4. I watch movies either at the theater or at home on my TV. I like watching movies at the 

theater because it's a more immersive experience, but I also like watching movies at home 

because it's more convenient and comfortable. 

5. I dislike movies that are poorly made, either in terms of writing, acting, or directing. I also 

dislike movies that are excessively violent or gory. 

 


